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Summary

Reliance upon rodent models in fundamental biomedical research is increasing due to technologies that allow
the genetic engineering of inbred mouse strains. Through these genetic technologies and other established
benefits for biomedical research success, there is a rodent-based experimental “system” that serves the
researcher’s needs for whole organism experimentation. Furthermore, it is accepted that medical advances
require an “animal model” as an essential aspect to ultimate success. Direct studies on humans are seen
to be problematic due to significant heterogeneity and diversity in human populations. Modern bioinformatics,
particularly the pattern recognition field, provides potential answers to the problem of overcoming such
outbred diversity. Advanced statistical methods and machine learning algorithms developed by computer
scientists, for example recursive partitioning and support vector machines (SVMs), applied to human
biomedical data, provide a basis for an alternative system to mouse models through unravelling diversity and
providing clues to guide investigations into human disease.
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1 Introduction

A common explanation for slow progress in fundamental human disease research is “the lack of a suitable animal model.”
Traditionally, an animal model of a given human disease is regarded as an essential requirement for progress towards a vaccine, therapy, treatment, or diagnostic marker (Nguyen et al.,
2011). Much of this view is predicated on notable human health
advances gained via mouse models, for example ectromelia
models for smallpox (Fenner, 1947, 2000) and MHC restriction to explain the basis of cell-mediated immunity (Zinkernagel and Doherty, 1974). These examples from virology have
understandably inspired continued efforts in mouse models to
understand contemporary human virus disease challenges, with
some resultant “humanized” mouse models established, despite
the fact that viruses such as hepatitis C virus (HCV) (Ploss and
Rice, 2009) do not naturally infect rodents. This was also true
for Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) through the use of
SCID (severe combined immunodeficiency) mice transfused
with human immune cells to attempt an animal model of human disease (McCune et al., 1991; Goldstein et al., 1996). A
very recent development in HCV pathogenesis has achieved a
humanized mouse model, not by human cell transfer but via the
genetic manipulation and whole mouse expression of humanized viral receptor proteins that allow HCV binding and infection (Dorner et al., 2011).
Given the historical success of some mouse models for providing clues to human disease biology, coupled with practical
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advantages such as large litters, short generation time, easy
housing, and now routine mouse genome manipulation (e.g.,
gene knock-out mice), the preclinical animal model of choice
for any human disease condition is the mouse. These advantages are amplified further when acknowledging the well known
difficulties of direct human research. Because of these factors, mice are now being used to model human mental health
disorders, such as depression and anxiety (Pryce and Seifritz,
2011), as well as autism (Bangash et al., 2011), in the hope of
identifying genetic and biological mechanisms that underpin
these conditions.
The 3Rs relevance of this article is the proposal herein of
an alternative system to well-entrenched mouse models of human disease utilized routinely in preclinical and fundamental
biomedical research, following the principle of absolute animal replacement (Balls, 1994). The system (Fig. 1) uses advanced bioinformatics (pattern recognition through machine
learning) to overcome problems of diverse human data and
responses, tethered to validation studies on human blood and
DNA samples, which combined will provide insights into genetic and biological properties to guide scientific investigations of human disease.
The example used to illustrate this alternative systems approach will focus on human Mycoplasma pneumoniae (Mp)
infection. Mp and Chlamydia pneumoniae have mouse disease
models present in the biomedical literature (Chu et al., 2006;
Sommer et al., 2009). This replacement alternative uses immunoassay results from Mp laboratory investigations and associ-
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Fig. 1: Summary of the total alternative system for investigating fundamental research questions in human disease,
which are generally addressed through mouse models
The system comprises the human data acquisition and data-cleaning phase prior to pattern recognition (via machine-learning)
analyses to generate quantitative rules from pathology test predictor variables. The in silico rules are subjected to biological validation
through prospective pathology testing, providing additional data for the optimization of in silico models. With a validated model for
infection or disease, genetic and/or proteomic investigations can be performed on cohorts of prospective samples divided by predictor
variable patterns as associated with a positive or negative disease/infection condition.
The gene array data example shown (2) is on erythrocyte micro-RNA patterns (Chen S-Y et al., 2008) that can be linked to routine
pathology test results like MCHC and RDW.

ated routine pathology data generated by a hospital pathology
department. Assessment of data patterns linked to either a positive or negative Mp result provides guidance to physiological
responses that reflect disease or normal physiology in the tested
patients. Pathology blood test results reflect organ function,
electrolyte, carbohydrate and lipid balance, as well as red cell
properties and the broad white blood cell response to allergy or
to infectious agents encountered. In addition to routine pathology tests, special tests are available to provide further specific
laboratory data on a health condition. Given that blood test results provide a comprehensive laboratory appraisal of health
and data is of high quality control standards, in silico pattern
recognition will provide a viable alternative to mouse models
once properly validated prospectively in the pathology laboratory. Furthermore, additional analytical potency will be achieved
when linked to modern genomic and proteomic platforms. Well
developed human cell culture and cell co-culture systems can
also be linked to such a system to assist with the elucidation of
cellular, molecular, and biochemical mechanisms.
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2 Materials and methods

Data
Data description and analytical methods applied have previously
been reported in detail (Richardson et al., 2008). Briefly, longitudinal pathology data (1997-2007) were extracted from the ACT
Pathology Laboratory databases (The Canberra Hospital, ACT,
Australia) after appropriate permissions had been obtained and
human ethics clearance granted, and thereafter de-identified by
senior hospital staff prior to analysis. The criteria for inclusion
were that the patient had an immunoassay performed for Mycoplasma pneumoniae (Mp) within the time interval stated above.
Predictor variables also provided for each case included the liver
function test results for alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase (GGT), urea, serum sodium (Na+ )
and creatinine, haemoglobin (Hb), total red cell (erythrocyte)
count (RCC), mean corpuscular volume (MCV), mean corpuscular haemoglobin (MCh), mean corpuscular haemoglobin concentration (MCHC), haematocrit (Hct) and red cell diameter width
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Fig. 2: A schematic of the support vector machine (SVM) modeling algorithm
From a two dimensional input space the classification thereafter occurs in a three-dimensional feature space. The wedge in the middle
represents the separating hyperplane, defined by “support vectors,” which classifies the data as outcome 0 or 1 based on relationships
between kernels (see Karatzoglou et al., 2006; Smola and Scholkopf, 2004).

(RDW), platelet (thrombocyte) count, total white cell (leukocyte)
count (WCC), and patient age and sex (Richardson et al., 2008).
Data cleaning was required, and cases with missing values
were removed from the analysis, as were repeat cases on the
same patient and cases with confounding data (e.g., age = 200).
Routine preparation and cleaning of data was conducted in Microsoft Excel spreadsheets, prior to data upload into the statistical computing package R (versions 2.6.1-2.9.1) for statistical
and pattern recognition analyses.
Statistical and machine-learning methods
Prior to analysis, the Mp immunoassay data were classified
as positive, negative or indeterminate. A positive result meant
that specific antibody titers against Mp were detected above the
laboratory immunoassay cut-off value specific to the method
used for this assay. These positive or negative (indeterminate
was not included) Mp immunoassay results were used as the
dependent (response) variables in subsequent analyses, which
in addition to machine-learning methods previously included
logistic regression (Richardson et al., 2008). The associated
pathology blood test results (ALT, Hb, WCC, urea and so on)
were included as the independent (predictor) variables for each
immunoassay case, and it was the subsequent patterns within
the predictor variables that were of interest in terms of relationAltex Proceedings, 1/12, Proceedings of WC8

ships to infection status that will guide future genomic and gene
expression investigations post validation.
The R packages “rpart” and “e1071” were utilized for the recursive partitioning (decision tree) and support vector machines
(SVM) machine-learning methods, respectively (Fig. 2). Decision tree analyses (Kingsford and Salzberg, 2008) were run as
single trees, or as tree ensembles, to assess the best methods
for predictive power and pattern detection (Richardson, Shadabi
and Lidbury, unpublished results). The tuning and execution of
SVM models for pattern detection in pathology data were based
on R code described by Karatzoglou et al. (2006) and also informed by Smola and Scholkopf (2004).
Data modeling and interpretation
For the study described here, decision trees and SVMs were
used in tandem, and both as classification algorithms (i.e., positive or negative immunoassay result). The decision tree results
were used to inform SVM modeling for the best predictor variables to include. For both methods, the positive or negative Mp
results were used as response variables against the range of routine pathology data included in the modeling as predictor variables. The results of analysis highlight a decision tree plus SVM
investigation of patterns associated with a positive or negative
immunoassay result for Mp.
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3 Results

A combination decision tree and SVM machine learning analysis were performed to identify key predictors and predictor
thresholds among independent (predictor) variable associations
with a positive or negative immunoassay result for Mycoplasma
pneumoniae (Mp). Figure 3a shows the result of a single decision tree analysis of 162 Mp positive cases (1) versus 162 Mp
negative cases (0). The results show that age (≥50.5 years) and
Na+ (≥130.5 mmol/l) were the most direct predictors of negative Mp immunoassay, with the same age criteria but a serum
Na+ concentration ≤130.5 mmol/l, giving a Mp positive classification. This suggests immediately that when considering the hierarchy in the tree that age and serum sodium (Na+ ) levels were
of primary importance in terms of Mp infection as assessed by
antibody detection via a specific immunoassay. Through the
right side of the tree, a more complex pattern was achieved with
a platelet count of <201.5 x 109/l leading to a Mp negative result (0). However, if the platelet count was >201.5 x 109/l and
GGT <48.4 U/l (anti-log of 1.685 U/l or 101.685) a positive (1)
Mp immunoassay was predicted. Beyond this GGT node was an
additional node with an age threshold split at 37.5 years showing an additional classification of Mp immunoassay positive or
negative. Put simply, these results suggest that in relation to a
positive or negative Mp immunoassay result, age, serum Na+ ,
platelet count and GGT were significant in terms of human respiratory infection by this microbe.
Using the predictor variables identified by decision trees (Fig.
3a), SVM modeling was performed using Mp immunoassay
classifications (0 or 1) as the response variable and age, Na+ ,
platelet count, and GGT as predictor variables. Figure 3b shows
the result of one SVM classification plot comparing platelet count (109/l) with log10-transformed GGT (U/l). The third
dimension, or slice, of this model was provided by Na+ at
130.5 mmol/l (Fig. 2). Age was also effective in this modeling
approach as a visualization variable, but it did not provide as
large a positive (pink) classification (data not shown).
Interpreting the SVM plot (Fig. 3b) by extrapolation, at a fixed
Na+ concentration of 130.5 mmol/l, a Mp positive immunoassay
result (1) at a serum GGT concentration of 10 U/l (LogGGT =
1.0) is associated with a platelet count range of approximately 350450 x 109/l. Using the same logic, a Mp positive immunoassay
result with a GGT of 100 U/l (Log GGT = 2.0) is associated with
a platelet count range of approximately 250-700 x 109/l, also with
Na+ fixed at 130.5 mmol/l. Platelet and GGT relationships, as defined by serum Na+ outside of the pink (1) classification area represent negative Mp immunoassay results.
4 Discussion

Pattern recognition/knowledge discovery is a branch of bioinformatics concerned with the study of large data sets and the
extraction of data patterns associated with a condition of interest
(Brusic and Zeleznikow, 1999), in this case microbial infection.
Advanced statistical methods can be used, but machine learning
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algorithms such as support vector machines (SVMs) provide
extra analytical power, particularly as these algorithms can be
trained on specific data sets and thereafter tested to assess accuracy of prediction. Machine learning methods can be applied
individually, or as part of an ensemble where several simpler
models are fitted to the same data and their results combined to
further enhance predictive accuracy (Kingsford and Salzberg,
2008; Smola and Scholkopf, 2004). These in silico methods,
however, are not sufficient in isolation and must be linked to biological validation studies (Fig. 1). The focus on pathology data
allows a link to high quality human biomedical data to explore
the validation of in silico rules. For example, the decision tree
results (Fig. 3a) can be used to formulate rules through which to
predict a positive Mp immunoassay result (e.g., age <50.5 years
+ platelet count >201 x 109/l + GGT <48 U/l). As summarized
in Figure 1, once rules are validated and possible biomarkers
identified from pathology data as associated with an infection
or disease, genomic, gene expression and/or proteomic methods
can be used to further explore disease mechanisms without the
need for a mouse model.
Furthermore, this combination of sophisticated in silico methods, biological validation through high quality human pathology
data, and use of these results to guide human genetic studies satisfies the requirements of absolute replacement as first enunciated
by Russell and Burch (1959) and further emphasized by Balls
(1994). That is, no animal or animal-derived material is involved
in any step of this system, as it has been replaced by computer
modeling and ethical human sampling and data retrieval.
Mouse models for Mycoplasma pneumoniae (Mp) are established in the literature and are used to deduce disease mechanisms and to test drug and vaccine strategies (Chu et al., 2006).
The analysis of human data (Fig. 3) indicated a role for liver
function through the appearance of GGT. While no direct involvement of liver function could be found in the Mp mouse literature, some studies do point to the Mp-derived CARDS toxin
as a basis of lung pathology in the mouse and baboon through
the activation of inflammatory cytokines and chemokines (Hardy et al., 2009). Prolonged Mp infection and associated toxin
production would inevitably lead to liver involvement. Some
human studies suggest liver pathology is associated with community-acquired Mp infection, although this is controversial
(Daxboeck et al., 2005; Romero-Gomez et al., 2006). Through
this proposed mouse model replacement alternative system and
its necessary focus on human biology, a deeper analysis will
be possible to clarify human data and examine the relevance of
previous results from animal studies.
As the foundation for an alternative system to mouse models
and as a means to explore fundamental human disease processes, in silico pattern recognition methods offer a powerful approach to overcome the diversity of human genetic and biological responses to environmental challenges, including microbial
infection. Through hospitals and other health agencies, abundant human data is available for modeling in this way, and the
application of powerful machine learning and other data mining
techniques offers an approach to counter the often-suggested
concerns of fundamental biomedical researchers that human da-
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Fig. 3a

Fig. 3: Machine-learning analysis of pathology data
classified as positive or negative for Mycoplasma
pneumoniae (Mp) antibody by optimized immunoassay
The presence of specific anti-Mp antibody indicates past Mp
infection (1).
(a) A recursive partitioning decision tree output using the rpart
package in R, with a summary table providing examples of
pathology test predictor variables used to classify an Mp positive
versus an Mp negative immunoassay result. The tree output is
hierarchical, suggesting that variables higher on the tree have
stronger interactions with the response variable under test
(i.e., Mp positive or negative classification). The tree results
suggest the involvement of age, electrolyte balance, blood
clotting, and liver function.
(b) Re-analysis of results from (a) by a SVM (e1071 package in R).
Three dimensions were taken from the decision tree in (a) for the
SVM modeling; platelet count (x 10 9/l), GGT U/l (log10 transformed),
and the unseen slice of Na+ (130.5 mmol/l). The SVM model also
included age. On examination of the Mp positive (1 = pink) area in
the plot, three predictor variables can be assessed in relation to the
Mp positive result. Na+ as the slice is constant at 130.5 mmol/l, but
both platelet count and GGT are continuous scales where different
values can be extrapolated through the x-y axes relationship.
Plt = platelet; Na+ = sodium (serum);
GGT = gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase
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Fig. 3b
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ta and samples are too heterogeneous to adequately analyze for
meaningful whole-organism disease processes and mechanisms.
To be a suitable alternative to mouse and other animal models,
however, requires careful biological validation of in silico rules
generated by these methods, which will be performed as a future
aspect of this study.
This paper proposes a novel system combining bioinformatics
and machine learning with validation studies on human pathology data, and ultimately advanced genomic and proteomic methods, to provide an absolute replacement alternative to widespread
mouse models of human disease. While satisfying Russell and
Burch’s ultimate goal of the 3Rs to see all animal experiments
eventually replaced, this system will also provide scientific insights into human disease, which through a human focus will be
more readily translated into direct medical advances.
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